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EDITORIAL Approaches to enhancing the validity of
coded data in electronic medical records

In the linked  paper entitled "Characterisation of children’s asthma status by ICD-9 code
and criteria-based medical record review",1 the authors have observed a discrepancy
between the presence of clinical features compatible with the diagnosis of asthma in
children's hospital electronic health records and the tagging of the record with a
corresponding classification code. The authors’ assertion that both patients and the
hospital may be disadvantaged by failure to document the diagnosis formally raises
some interesting questions.  

The planning of health care services, reimbursement and public health measures
undoubtedly depend upon robust metrics on the incidence, prevalence and distribution of
disease. Some health care services, such as screening programmes, depend upon accurate
disease registers. A formal clinical diagnosis is sometimes the trigger to invoke a guideline
or care pathway, a specific medical intervention, or to engage a broader multidisciplinary
clinical team. It is known that at times a diagnostic label is helpful to patients, providing a
reassuring recognition of their illness and a label that they can use to describe their health
situation to others.2 Perhaps the most compelling benefit from accurate diagnoses is to
improve the safety of prescribing through facilitating decision support checks for the
inadvertent prescription of contra-indicated drugs.

However, many diagnostic labels span a wide spectrum of disease expressions, severities
and management strategies. Medicine is, it has been argued, more keen to label patients
than they are themselves to be labelled: patients sometimes feel that labelling them with a
diagnosis feels like the start of factory processing, and that their individuality or personal
story then goes unrecognised.3,4 Given an increase in interest (and potential value) in
personalised medicine, the promotion of coarse-grained diagnostic labelling (coding) needs
to be sensitive to the benefits it genuinely offers. It is especially important to distinguish the
value to patients of clinical coding from the benefits that an organisation may gain from
more management-oriented coding systems – such as the NHS data dictionary used for
Hospital Episode Statistics. 

The other side of the coin is the benefits that coding offers research.5,6 Juhn et al.’s
concluding assertion is that ascertainment of asthma by physician diagnosis (i.e., ICD codes)
alone would underestimate the prevalence of asthma in an epidemiological study.1 This
questions the validity of ICD codes in the asthma records examined and the completeness
of the coding process. A valid ICD code essentially means that it accurately represents what
is expected by the user of the code – and in this case, all people with true asthma are tagged
with expected ICD codes and no one else.7,8 Although valid codes are always desired, they
are often difficult to achieve for many reasons. Mechanics of clinical coding show us three
stages of the coding process where the validity of codes can be compromised. First is the
‘recognition stage’, when the problem is recognised. Accuracy of this process is
compromised when there is no consensus on diagnosis or when an error in diagnosis is
made. Second is the ‘naming stage’, when the diagnosis is named (labelled) accurately.
Finally, in the ‘matching stage’, the label is matched with a term in a computerised pick list.
A term which matches exactly might be unavailable or difficult to find in the pick list. The
approaches to enhancing the validity of coded data, therefore, could be as wide ranging as
reaching consensus on diagnosis, promoting accurate diagnostic practices and use of correct
terminology, establishing record keeping standards, and the design of user friendly coding tools. 
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Approaches to enhancing the validity of coded data in electronic medical records

Above all, establishing an ongoing process to review records (for
completeness), recheck codes and correct errors and omissions (for
validity) will have a greater short term impact than addressing the
above mentioned approaches. This is especially the case when
coding is incentivised. This was seen when the NHS financial reforms
were introduced by way of “Payment by Results” (PbR) in hospitals9

and the “Quality and Outcomes Framework” (QOF) in family
practice. This also has been the case in some research databases
such as the GPRD where coding is incentivised.10 There is, of course,
a downside to incentives, but in practice there is as yet no good
evidence for “gaming” and “upcoding”.9
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